CAIR2 User Group Meeting

September 27, 2018
Chat Box

- Write down your questions in the Chat box as we move through the presentation
Agenda

August 23rd Meeting Notes
  • Approve?

Prioritization of Improvements/Enhancements
  • Follow-up on feedback from the survey

Update on influenza, PCV13 and Shingrix recommendations
  • Review

Software release 2.5

Open Forum
  • Questions

Adjourn

Next meeting: Thursday, October 25th at 1:30 pm
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Creation of Workgroup

31. Require VFC providers to use CAIR2

?????

8 & 9
Immunization Algorithm Update

• Influenza recommendations for current flu season are being tested
  – CDPH met with DXC to go over algorithm and test patients 09/21/18

• PCV13 for adults and Shingrix
  – Have meeting set up with CDPH and DXC on 10/03/18 to go over scenarios prior to coding and testing
Release 2.5

• Currently in testing
• Release date pending on test results
• Mostly DX items
  – ACK for LOINC code ‘30963-3’ error to be corrected
  – New QAK code added when sending an RSP while querying a protected record
  – Corrects QBP error when an org code submitted in MSH-22 but the patient does not belong to the site as a patient
  – Changing the MSH segment in ACK and RSP to conform to national standards
  – DX sites not participating in inventory deduction receive ACK error when lot number not found
  – CAIR patient ID number not populated in PID-3.1
• Non-DX items
  – Populate city and county when zip code entered
  – Fixes add vaccine inventory issues such as the ability to change manufacturer
  – Restrict viewing of patient comments based on user roles (only regular and power users)
  – Comment start date will be required when entering patient comments
CAIR2 Instability

• CAIR has been down almost daily
• CDPH technical team and DXC technical team are working on monitoring the servers and applying a fix
• Affecting DX and manual entry users
• No ETA on when issues will be resolved
• May need to take CAIR down if needed, but will notify everyone via email prior to doing so
Patient Search Update

• Fix voted on last meeting was applied to CAIR2 on Monday, September 24th.
• Release done without CDPH knowledge
• Will work on sending communication out to all users regarding the change
• Change now mimics what is in the training server – when a patient search is done, it takes user to manage patient screen
Questions?
Next Meeting:
October 25, 2018
1:30 pm